




JOHN .MILLER - How did you arrive at this particular selection of 
my work? 

BEATRJX RUF -The idea was to present an O'Verview of your work,
and given the limited space we are working with, I think for an 
<EUvre that spans fivm the early r98os to now, we managed to have 
f!'Verything ''present": the painting senes, the daily e.1:ecuted regional 
works as well as the Southwest paintings, all states of the brown 
works including the video Something for Everyone (2004) you 
did with Richard Hoeck, the gold series with the new ruin installa
tion, the globes, the game show series, a mannequin, the potato and 
carpet installation. We also presented senes that included many works 
and that unfolded O'Ver a long pen·od such as The Middle of the 
Day (r994-.2009) photographs shown as a digital slide show on 
a flat screen, or the personal ad sen·es you did in collaboration with 
Takuji Kogo in the fonn of those wonderful music clips. Operating as 
a Kunsthalle, and given this selection of works we had been consider
ing.from your "history, "I am really happy that we decided to mix 
both media and the chronology in an all-over installation of the 
show. The perhaps missing "representation" of the strong element of 
working in series in your practice is transformed here into a dialogue 
between the van·ous senes. For me the senal core in your work gets 
f!'Ven stronger, as it is communicated through a range of different media. 

What do you think about this "mixture, "and do you feel 
anything is missing in the show? 

Well, we also had the XXX Macarena performance with 

Jutta Koether and Tony Conrad, and the panel on artists' 
criticism organized by Peephole-Sheet. Since I'm not used to 

thinking as a curator, the funny thing is that I wasn't 
concerned so much with how co represent a span of my 

work, but more with how co put together a sequence of 
rooms that would activate what we chose in some way. So, 

for me, it was ad hoc. 
When I first started showing my work in the early 

1980s, the rule, more-or-less, in New York was that "every 
artist has one good idea" -to paraphrase Carl Andre. What 

Andre meant by that was that an artist's reuvre should be 
consistent. In contrast, I often tried to confront viewers 

with some sense of rupture, either thematically or formally. 

This was considered unconventional then, but I wasn't 
alone. Sherrie Levine's r9r7 show at Nature Moree was 
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important for me because she showed appropriations from 

two seemingly incongruous sources: Egon Schiele and 
Kazimir Male,·ich. David Robbins and Jennifer Bolande 

also worked in this way to some extent. Now this approach 

has become so widespread it no longer counts as a gesture 
per se. But, long story shore, I only started thinking about 

how we arrived at the exact selection after the fact. Of 
course, certain practical considerations like shipping costs 

also shaped the selection-so the show has a decidedly 

European slant. But overall I think it succeeds in opening 

up my work to a broad audience. The only missing material 

may be the more analytical personal ad work that leans 

heavily on Pierre Bourdieu's sociology, and some early 
brush-and-ink drawings. 

The show does not necessarily look as ifit has been done by one 
artist-but looking more closely and knowing more about the 
individual senes, I find one aspect very striking, which is that many 
of your senes deal with or come out of f!'Veryday practice in a k£nd of 
contamination of Conceptual and Minimal legacies: the regional 
paintings, The Middle of the Day, f!'Ven the game show work and 
personal ads. Can you talk about whether, in your understand£ng, 
those very different "looking" senes of works come together for you, 
and how and why they came about? 

I work associatively, and early on I felt that the demand to 
create a signature style would only yield a superficial 
integrity. Also, since I don't: work programmatically, I was 
more inclined to let the focus of my work develop topically 

and organically-which, for me, means across ostensible 
ruptures. But this "contaminated" approach is not without 

precedent. The discursiveness of Dan Graham's practice 
has long been a model for me. Martha Rosier also speaks 
about working tactically instead of stylistically. This makes 

sense to me too. One significant difference, however, 
between them and me is that they did not present them

selves as painters or sculptors per se. In the aftermath of 

the 1970s, Tom Lawson's essay"Last Exit: Painting" cap
tured some of the impatience that my generation-the one 

right after the Pictures artists-felt with so-called alternative 

media (video, performance, film, artists' books); it seemed 
these forms were tolerated because they lacked clout and, 



then at lease, seemed incapable of reaching a broader 
public. o part of the impetus for me, and others, was co 
bring the political agenda of alternative media back co 
painting. !\eedless co sa), it didn't always work, but con
,ersely the alternative media of the 1970s have become the 
mamscream media of coda). 

In the lace 1980s I cultivated a brown impasto-or 
excremental-trope as a supposed signature style. 0\\ 
this 1s \\ hat people think of when they think of Ill) work. 
I thought of it as a trademark no one wanted, a repugnant 
trademark. Ultimately, though, it collapsed into being a 
trademark like any other, so I moved on. 

Brrr..cn definitely became your trademark. But I am surprised hO'W 
the audience is particularly �sponding to the paindngs from the early 
1980s m the shO'W. They were not "appropn'ate "to the Pictures 
generation you mention abO'Ve; they a� kind of"bad "paintin[J, 
and you were painting one e-very day 

\\ell, bad painting was ascribed to some Pictures artists coo, 
like Walter Robinson-and I do feel a certain affinity to 
Walter's work. The Pictures artists were tied into the e,\ 
York punk scene and both had a decidedly Warholian 
orientation. If you look back at old issues of ZG magazine 
or watch Eric Mitchell's Underground USA, this connection 
becomes obvious. David Robbins once described Pictures 
artists as the children of Warhol and Coca-Cola. I couldn't 
care less about re-enacting the Facto() and I don't like soft 
drinks. In short, I didn't have the same love/hate relation
ship with mass media that the Pictures artists did. While 
they typically im·oked a media hegemony, I arri,·ed at what 

I was doing more through linguistics and the decadent 
tradition in French literature (all of ,, hich I read in English). 
So, in that sense, I wasn't interested in badness in terms 
of kitsch or bad technique. I thought of it more along the 
lines of a potentially non-authoritarian discourse. What's 
attracthe about poetry is that anyone can do it, with little 
or no" here,\ithal. Of course, there's an official poetry 
world, a histO[') of poetry, etc., but these are all extraneous 
to the fundamental poeticizing impulse. I thought of my 
first small paintings as poems. I could do them, but so 
could anyone else. I understood poetics as tied to the 

condition of the viewer's subjectivity. After Dennis Cooper 
recommended that I read Bataille, I realized that this 
condition could be construed in terms of political economy. 

At that time I was working as a temp two or three days 
a week to get by. I had a small apartment on the Lo\,er East 
Side that was basically a cold-water walk-up. M) studio was 
just a desk. I tried to paint one painting a day. The work 
was most!) a matter of thinking up images. I never worried 
about execution. That lasted for about nine months. 
Because I had worked with video in art school, I initially felt 
uneasy about drawing and painting, especially the material
ity of the media. I remember feeling a distinct sense of 
shame going into the art suppl) store, probabl) because I 
sensed that this exchange of money for supplies was a step 
toward legitimation and awa) from spontaneous poetics. 

a temp, I was working as a word processor-a glorified 
secretary-because that was a cutting-edge technolog) 
back then and the pa) was relative!) good. You didn't use a 
computer, but instead a "word processing machine." Mine 
was a Vydec. Exxon made it and it looked like a Scar Trek 
console. When I would arrive on a new job, the client would 
sometimes announce, "our word processing technician is 
here." It's funny to recall how different life was in the early 
1980s, much less roboticized than now. You could really be 
alone. 

I almost always showed my early paintings in large 
groups. I tried to come up with images that would be 
instantly recognizable, but that I could also in,esc in, 
poetically. So, in this sense, I was trying to second-guess 
the proverbial man or woman on the street: co make a 
picture that I imagined one would regard as normal. In 
other words, I thought I was making pictures of pictures, 
i.e., representations of ideology. And this affected the
character of these paintings as amvorks. Sticking to the
surface meant refusing the comentional "isdom that
the form of the work held its content like a vessel. I didn't
want an inside or a depth. Instead, I wanted these paintings
to deflect ,iewers, rather than draw them in. You could
see these paintings quickly, too quickly. The viewfog
experience was exhausted before the viewer was ready. E,en
though the) were just paintings of butterflies and trains,

Chris Williams once told me, "" hen you first started sho\\ing
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chose, they seemed very mean." That was probably the result 
of the deflection, which was inspired by Minimalist sculpture 
and Robbe-Grillet. To me, these installations had a quasi
linguistic sense. The paintings suggested that whatever 
they might mean was not internal to the work, but instead 
between works. It was a discursive, field relationship like 
words in a dictionary in which the meaning of any given 
word is established by other words. In this sense, these 

installations proposed a model of reception and a model 
of an history. 

You ref er to Sigmund Freud often regarding "brrn,m "and "gold" as 
opposites, but also in a continuous line of subl£mation. 

I was indeed reading Freud when I started the brown work. 
For chat reason, it might look like this series was the result 
of a programmatic decision, but chat was not the case. It 
began as an emotional reaction to my self-imposed mandate 
to paint a painting every day. At the outset, I was trying 
to create a feeling of luminosity in my work by painting in 
transparent layers and by letting patches of white canvas 
show in the painting. This was partly the influence of William 
Blake. Since chis technique equates paint with light, paint 
takes on a positive-or uplifting-value. But after a year of 
this regimen, I started to have antithetical feelings about 
paint. I started thinking of painting as having to do with 
repression, as a process of sealing off a canvas with opaque 
material. In some way, I construed it as a matter of accumu

lation. So I more or less groped my way into the brown 
work. At the same time, I discovered certain of Freud's 
formulations such as "art is a sublimated anal impulse," 
and "the urge to make art derives from the urge to model 
feces" that really resonated with where my work was at. 
However, psychoanalysis generally considers sublimation to 
be the opposite of repression, whereas my sense is (perhaps 
via Marcuse) that sublimation is not without a repressive 
aspect. Even so, it seems that Freud himself hints at this in 

Civz1ization and Its Discontents. Since my brown impasto trope 
connotes excrement, it suggests either the unsublimated, 
raw material of art or the desublimation of once aescheti
cized material. 
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I was also reading the Grove Press edition of Sade's work 
right around the same time. I see Sade as an important 
precursor to Freud because he initiates a non-idealist 
investigation of human subjectivity. You could even argue 
that, for this reason, Sade is the first modernist. One of 
Sade's big conundrums was his desire to violate ature; he 
recognized ature as fundamentally violent-or entropic
so that by attempting to violate nature he was in fact 

enacting its essential logic. Desublimation is analogous to 
this. You can never absolutely desublimate an artwork back 
to its originary contents. Instead, any attempt at desublirna
tion functions as a counter-sublimation. It simply imbues 

an overarching sublimatory logic with a more flexible, 
dialectical potency. As for gold: it is typically considered 
the opposite of shit, but Freud said chat they're linked in 
the unconscious. I think of my gold pieces as having a more 
intense fecal effect than the comparatively forthright brown 
works. Of course, the context was much different 25 years 
ago. The US in particular was much more puritanical. As 

a result, a desublimatory gesture used to pack a greater 
political charge and held out a greater avant-gardiscic 
promise. ow I chink popular entertainment and advertis
ing have outstripped all of this, while neutralizing any 
avant-garde potentiality as well. In effecting the most 
thorough forms of desublirnation, perhaps what they do 
is to show chat that potentiality was always an illusion. 

If you replace Sade's term" ature" with "apparatus," 
you can set the limits of a so-called non-programmatic 
approach. In fact, what's now clearly driving international 
politics is the prospect that nothing falls outside global 
capital. 

In the Kunsthalle's central room all these van'ous aspects come together: 
the "bad"paintingsfrom the r98os, the "monochrome" brown work, 
and especially Transylvania Choo-Choo (r992) and The Office 
Party and the Communist Party (r99r), both "colorful"in 
narratives and materials. Add to that a brown and gold wallpaper, 
which enhances the "decor" references of the gold installatz'on comprised 
of architectural fra.gments like columns, arches, stones, covered not 
only with gold but also with lots of weapons and cultural dem·tus. 
Did you intend to create some sort of tbeatn"cality and bow do you see 
this in your work in general and also in terms of critical theory? 



The term "theatrical" derives from Michael Fried's essay 
.. An and Objecthood," a critique of Minimal sculpture. When 
I got out of art school in the late 1970s, the dominant mode 

of installation art was t0 treat the gallery as a larger canvas. 
I was pan of a tendency that rejected that in favor of 
installation as rhetorical space. Robert Morgan once wrote 
an article that analyzed my work in these terms: "Installation 
as Pleasurable Text." One of the quirky virtues of"Art and 
Objecthood" is that it managed to articulate everything 
about Minimal sculpture that would become important for 
successive generations of artists. Chief among them was 
.. theater." Fried, however, thought that was bad. For him 

.Minimal art was theatrical because it included the viewer. 
He also said that theater is a condition "between the ans"; 
in other words, theater is an anti-essentialist aesthetic. By 
1980 Minimal sculpture had become an aesthetic armature, 
not an end in itself. This is obvious in the work of Cady 
�oland and Felix Gonzalez-Torres, for example. My first 
shows of drawings were overtly theatrical. I hung them 
salon-style. I considered them to be installations because 

the accumulation of images addressed the subjectivity of 
the viewer, i.e., it suggested that the viewer's subjectivity 

may be interpolated through a succession of images, through 
pictures of the world. This might constitute "a worldview" -
or a model of it. At the same time, I was interested in the 

prop-like aspeet of the normative picture. In this vein, 
you might say the pictures prop up individual subjectivity. 

What later became my signature brown impasto trope 
functioned as a theatrical device too. My first brown works 
were abstractions painted in acrylic. I alway use acrylic 
because it's synthetic. But since acrylic dries very flat, these 

paintings looked best when they were wet. After a week, 
they were flat and dead. So I beefed up the texture with 

modeling paste, which doesn't loose its body when it dries. 
This led to literally constructed brushstrokes. Here, I wasn't 
concerned so much with painting per se as I was \vith using 
painting conventions as a rhetorical platform. In Abstract 

Expressionism the brushstroke was supposed to be an 
index of the artist's subjectivity; to build one is perverse. 
At first I tried to make realistic brushstrokes, but I soon 

realized it would be more interesting to make cartoons 
of brushstroke that were, nonetheless, real. 

Building up the brushsuokes led to reliefs. The reliefs 
came in two stages. The first were brown monochromes 
that were basically abstract, but included a few objeets. 
After a certain point, I started worrying that these mono
chromes, despite the brown impasto, might read as purist 
statements. So, to build up a sense of heterogeneity I 

started adding objects t0 the reliefs, just partly submerged 
in an excremental mire. Since the objects could now be 
easily identified, I started thinking of the reliefs as stupid 
versions of trompe l'oeil painting; instead of giving you 

an illusion, they give you the objects themselves 
As part of the brown output, I also began making works 

that I considered gestures: a mannequin dressed in clothes 
painted brown or a 55-gallon drum of brown paint. Both 

were literal, in terms of scale and materials. So, just as Fried 

warned, the space of the work merged with the space of the 
viewer. Mannequins are obviously designed for store windows. 
I made my first mannequin, My Fn'end (1980 ), to displace or 
preempt the viewer. One might expect to walk into an empty 

gallery and instead one confronts a figure that's already there, 
more or less lying in wait. Installed like that, a mannequin 

might even direct the viewer's gaze, like an over-the-shoulder 
shot in cinema. Since the clothes on Mannequin LO'Ver (2002) 
(the first work you saw upon entering my Zurich show) 
change every week, its variable appearance emphasizes that 
the mannequin is primarily a display rack. 

Most of my game show paintings depict stages or sets. 
This series of paintings involved a double staging: the 
depieted stage and the gallery space, mediated by the 
picture plane. Later, the paintings led to two installations 
where I invented game show sets. The first, The Lugubnous 

Game (1998), revolved around a pile of dirt strewn with 
money and dildoes. In the second, I replaced the din mound 

with a circular carpet. That was the first time I used carpet 
as a set device. 

The carpet and the potato piece derive from the game 
show sets. But they were also inspired by an SPD (Social 

Democratic Parry) event at Cafe Bravo, which Dan Graham 
designed for Kunst-Werke in Berlin. The SPD rented the 
cafe. The event planners ran a red carpet from the street 

right int0 the cafe-which, in itself, was an odd idea: 
carpeting cobblestones. There are two rocks on either side 
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of the entrance to the cafe and one blocked the last stretch 
of carpet. But that could have been remedied by simply 
adjusting the angle of the carpet. Instead, they cut out a 
scallop to accommodate the rock. I liked that childish idea 
of refusing to change the trajectory. There's a fatalism in that. 

My gold reliefs are a kind or reprise of the earlier 
brown ones, but they differ in that they feature a more 
aggressive accumulation of objects. On one hand, they 
more explicitly suggest decay, destruction, or entropic 
breakdown; on the other, they're more passive-aggressively 
decorative. Like you said before, they feature a lot of 
weapons-perhaps because they're emblematic of destruc
tion-as well as fish and nautical gear. The latter suggest 
the sea or wreckage washed up on shore. Almost all the 
objects I use are plastic and almost aJI of them are replicas. 
The imitation gold leafing enaets a sense of reification. 

I also made an ensemble of gold architectural fragments, 
columns, arches, stones, especially for the show and titled 
it A Refusal. to Accept Limits (2009). Much of it was covered 
with debris. It shifts the terms of staging a bit. Earlier 
works, like Topology for a Museum ( 1994), invoked an ersatz 
classicism, but as a scale model. The ruin, however, is more 
or less life-size and puts the viewer in the midst of the kind 
of relationships I initiated in Topology for a Museum. It also 
conflates interior and exterior space. This confusion raises 
questions about artifice and what is natural. For example, 
Walter Benjamin argued that arcades offered the commod
ity a natural habitat. With this work I'm trying to rub that 
logic against the grain. Of course, as allegory, the ruin is 
utterly O\'erdetermined. Some even say it's meta-allegorical 
because it emblematizes the return of the man-made world 
to a state of nature. 

This seems to be a theme throughout your work-all aspects of the 
ruins of reality and civiliZlltion, consumen'sm, politics, psychology, 
especially enha1ued in the topic of the private and public spheres. 
You wrote an article in r988 titled "The Consumption of Everyday 
Life. " Can you talk more about the conceptual. approaches in works 
refem'ng to these themes: game shows, persona/, ads, The Bachelor 
Stripped Bare (r987 ), and especially the Middle of the Day 
series, as well as its predecessors in the use ofphotograpby, Clubs for 
America (r992) and Wind from the East (r994)? All of them 
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seem to be fall of references, associations, decay of the "original." idea, 
but again hiding the "content" of a possible C'Veryday life. 

I think you're right about that-and it's a facet of my 
practice that the Kunsthalle show really brings to the fore. 

First, "The Consumption of Everyday Life" analyzed 
Haim Steinbach's work, which typically juxtaposes different 
objeets or products on wedge-shaped shehes. Hal Foster 
once dismissed this gesture as "running the readymade 
paradigm straight into the ground." For me, whether it 
does this or not is less imponam than what I see as the 
suggestion of a nascent situation through the arrangement 
of things. The situation is closed-or alienated-but for 
that very reason incites a longing for openness. Instead of 
arriving at a generic, readymade experience, Haim pro
duces something utterly specific. Recently Haim pointed 
out that Art Since r9ro: Modernism, Antimoden1ism, 
Postmodernism (edited by Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain Bois, 
and Benjamin Buchloh) misidentified the objects and 
materials in his work reproduced in the book. It's ironic 
that ostensibly materialist criticism would reduce such 
specific objects to an abstract principle, especially because, 
like Carl Andre, Haim uses gravity to stress what's actually 
there before the viewer. I think Haim's arrangements have 
affinities to ikebana Uapanese flower arranging)-as well 
as to retail display. The concreteness of the arrangement 
penains to a sense of situation and how the beholder 
construes him- or herself in that context. 

As for how I wrote the text and the sources I drew 
from, "The Consumption of Everyday Life" is my attempt 
to come to terms with Situationist critique and Walter 
Benjamin's \\Titing. Both have a romantic aspect, so I 
suppose the ruin as a leionotif derives from them. I recently 
saw Godard's Pierrot lefou again and this statement stood 
out: "Ruins beget the language of poetry." Godard probably 
cook that from someone else, but I think he meant the film 
to portray mass culture as a ruin. This is a concern he 
shared with the Siruacionists, even though Debord hated 
Godard. If romanticism revolts against industrialism by 
invoking a dormant past, this makes the ruin its prime 
trope. The Situacionists sought a radical de-negation of 
poetry, a realization of the poetic as lived experience. The 



practice of diri'Ue, i.e., moving through an urban environment 
"ithout purpose, promised a glimpse of this. It presumed 
that, if one could observe the city without habitual or 
routine attachments, the richness of everyday Life would be 
manifest. In this framework, the city becomes a living ruin 
from which one might excavate the richness of something 
so familiar as to be ordinarily unrecognizable. Benjamin's 
notion ofjetztzeit similarly inYolves redeeming a dormant 
image of the past in the present. I think that the model for 
both is the Proustian ephiphany. 

The phrasing of the title is significant as well. It refers 
to The Psychopatholol)' of Everyday Life. It also asserts that 
everyday life is not only produced, but also consumed. 

In terms ofo-Titing method, The Consumption ofE'Ueryday 
Life is a cross reading of several related sources. This is an 
"objective-allegorical" technique derived from Benjamin, 
but it would be years before the Passagenwerk or Arcades 
Study became available in translation. Benjamin juxtaposed 
citations co expose their historical tendency rather than to 
convey what they literally said. This, in turn, relates to an 
observation of Sade: that a man should not be judged on 
what he presencs in public, but on what he conceals. 

So do these concerns den·ve from literature? 

Yes, to a certain extent. In The Romantic Agony, Mario Praz 
connects romanticism to individual subjectivity insofar as 
it expresses "the hidden impulses of the soul." This also 
suggescs excavation as a dominant metaphor. The book is 
a study of erotic and decadent literature, with the most 
significant chapter devoted co Sade. Praz is a bit like 
Michael Fried in that he articulates what he condemns with 
great insight-but he nonetheless arrives at the wrong 
conclusion. Even though Praz argues that Sade is a poor 
'\\-Titer, he's curiously fixated on this work. Moreover, he 
refuses any kind of Freudian resolution of Sadean questions, 
even though that's exactly where his observations lead. 

Does all this carry O'Ver into the works I brought up before? 

The Bachelor Stnpped Bare is the earliest in the sequence of 
work you mention. As the title indicates, it does have a link 

to Duchamp and the readymade, even though The Bn'de 
Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, E'Uen (The Large Glass) (1915-1923) 
was not a readymade. The Bachelor Stn'pped Bare juxtaposes 
two personal ads. I reproduced them as two signs: vinyl 
letters on white Plexiglas panels. These I attached co an 
oblong piece of lattice that leaned against the wall. They 
were upside-down in relation co each other, like mirror 
reflections. A man who described himself as a wealthy CEO 
cook out the first ad in New York Magazine. In it, he invokes 
his financial and cultural capital, i.e., a love of"the arcs," to 
attract a younger woman who would "share life's voyage." A 
second man took out an ad in Al Goldstein's Screw. (At the 

time I was unaware that Screw was a quasi-art-oriented porn 
magazine; Goldstein made it a point co work l\ith cartoon
iscs and illuscracors at a time when photographers were 
steadily replacing them.) The Screw ad simply described the 
genitalia of the woman he sought. On one hand, I was 
concerned with aesthetization as sublimation vis-a-vis a 

differential in social class. On the other, how one's subjec
tive interiority-which is what personal ads at least promise 
to convey-might assume a readymade aspect. After doing 
this piece, I didn't use personals again for the next 15 years. 

In 1992 Dean Mc eil and Christophe Tannen invited 
me co take part in a show about the AIDS epidemic, 
probably on the basis of my brown impasto work. But I 
didn't think that that work was an adequate response to the 

given theme. Instead, I decided co photograph the sites of 
New York City sex clubs that closed or had been closed 
after the onset of the epidemic. I citied the series Clubs for 
Amen·ca after Dan Graham's Homes for Amen'ca (1966). o 
additional information accompanied the phocos. I wanted 
to put the viewer in the position of someone who might 
chance upon these sites ,vithout kno\\ing their significance. 
I wanted a sense of history as loss, so for that reason it was 
an utterly opaque work. This was my first phocographic 
work. Just as I had finished a 15-month residency in Berlin, 
the Helmut Kohl administration began to purge all traces 
of East Germany's communist past from the streets of 
Berlin. Street signs would change overnight. You'd see an 
old sign "X-ed out" by orange reflective cape and another 
one lvith a new name below. I miss this period, not so 
much because the Ease-such as it was-should be 



presened, but instead because the implied violence of the 
changes exposed an arbitrary aspect of social reality, other
wise taken for granted. Wind from the East began as a 
response to this. I decided to photograph what I dubbed 
"ideological non-sites" -i.e., places whose significance is 
not ,isuall) apparent. Ultimately, I concluded that, because 
no one possesses a complete command of hist0ry, anywhere 
you point your camera is an ideological non-site. 

In 1994 I started The Middle of the Day. Since m) sense 
of the ideological non-site had become so open-ended, I 
decided to define the project according to time-again, 
something not phocographable per se. Initiall), I chose this 
period because it's my least favorite time of day. At first I 
planned to shoot e"Xactly at 12:00 pm, but this was coo 
restrictive, so I expanded it to 12:00-2:00 pm. Little did I 
know that traditional photographers consider this to be the 
worst time to work outdoors because the sun is directly 
overhead. Later, I began to realize I disliked this time of 
day because of a conflict between the desire to rest and the 
demand to work. The lack of an ostensible, i.e., ,isual, 
subject reflected on contradiccory notions of the e,eryday 
running from Freud to Surrealism to Situationism. In 
vernacular speech, the word "everyday" can mean "insignifi
cant." If viewers engage a group of images, the) might begin 
to notice the absence of night scenes, golden hour lighting, 
etc. :\1.idday as a subject isn't absolutely non-,isual, but 
rather mostly negatively determined. 

The game show paintings came next-although the 
midday project remains ongoing. I started painting game 
show images as the ob,·erse of southwest American land
scapes. As an ersacz tourist painting, the landscapes pertain 
to an idealized national image: pioneer spirit, rugged 
indh idualism, God's countr), the sublime. In turn, game 
shows exemplify \'alues most would disavow: disillusion, 
passive consumption, conformity, and degradation. Here, 
the accent falls more on the decay of an original idea than 
anything else. 

This takes us up to 200I when you returned to the personal ads. Why? 

That's when I made Double Date. At this point, The Bachelor 
Stnpped Bare seemed too hierarchical and reductive to me. 

Considering personal ads as a corpus, it even seemed to 
inadvertently impose a patriarchal imperative on a set of 
practices that is diverse and relati,ely heterogeneous. So I 
analyzed 220 ads from the May 1, 2001, issue of The rillage 
Vince according to eight sets of criteria. I drew the catego

ries from the ads themselves, assuming that the demand to 
represent oneself, even in a dating market, is inherent!) 
repressive. For example, in most American ads race is 
ahuys one of the first criteria e,·en though the mern helm
ing majorit) could not be characterized as racist per se. 
Within this framework, like it or not, dating always means 
negotiating a social hierarchy. Aging, for instance, amounts 
to devaluation but typicall) can be offset by wealth. It's 
sobering to consider these faetors. I don't think this question 
of value concerns just those "ho use the personals; rather, 
the ads make explicit what others ordinaril) leave unsaid. 

Later, my personals work mutated into a collabora
tion \\ ith Takuji Kogo. It was Taln1ji who came up with the 

idea of using personal ads as l)Tics for songs. The first thing 
we did was to compose a medley of four different ads as a 
no,·elty song. As soon as that was done, it struck me that it 
would be better to write something closer to real songs, 
the more belie,·able, the better. All of our songs are elec
tronic, e,·en if they don't ob,·iousl) sound like it. We use a 
text-to-singing software, Yocalwriter, for the vocals. We 
tr) to automate as much of the music as possible, either by 
generating arrangements with another software called 
Band-in-a-Box or by reworking �llDI files of, say, a Bach 
composition or a Dr. John song. Without getting too specific, 
our goal is to use technology tO gi\'e "body" to what other
,,ise ,,ould be a semi-abstract text. I think this is what 
people who respond to ads have to do anyway; they have to 
envision the person behind the words. We published a CD 
with six songs ,,ith North Drive Press, but since the \'OCals 
were electronic, it was hard to follow all the words. Instead, 
we found the best format was flash animations that fall 
some,,here between karaoke clips and music videos. With 
the lyrics running below the image, most people don't 
realize they might not understand the song without them. 
I suppose these songs take you both ,el') close to, yet ,el') 
far from the content of a possible e,eryday life. 





In 1982, John Miller was included in the second SelectiolZS 

group exhibition at Artists Space in ew York. Given or, 
perhaps, relegated to, a seemingly marginal corridor 
punctuated with wooden doors, Miller lined the walls with 
some 50 simply and uniformly framed drawings. At the 
corridor's far-dead--end, Miller mounted two much 
more ornately framed mirrors, one above the other, each of 
which featured a painted self-ponrait. According to Miller, 
he initially thought he could simply trace his countenance 
from its reflection, in what would have been a highly 
practical, even efficient, operation. Ultimately, however, 
Miller found the process "somewhat self-defeating," in part 
because he had failed to account for parallax.' Although he 
persisted in fashioning his likenesses, what he produced 
(not entirely unexpectedly, one suspects) was less an iconic 
ideal than an emblematic occlusion, an impediment to 
reflection and imaginary self-mastery, a stain.2 Miller's 
pigment stood between him and the reflection that would 
have rendered him with more precision than even the most 
meticulously realistic painting-which Miller's decidedly 
were not. Rather than reenact the primal scene of ego 
formation, famously described in Jacques Lacan's essay on 
the "Mirror Stage," .Miller's self-portraits instantiated (once 
again, one suspects, not entirely by chance) the psychoana
lyst's discussion "of the stain and of the gaze" as "that 
which governs the gaze most secretly and that which always 
escapes from the grasp of that form of vision that is satis
fied with itself in imagining itself as consciousness."3 In 
this, we encounter one of the fundamental and drh;ng 
insights behind all of .Miller's work: his investigation of 
what always escapes mastery, always resists reproduction or 
systematization, always fails to be taken fully into account. 
To explore some aspects of this insight as manifest in Miller's 
early production and elsewhere will be the aim of what 
follows. 

• 

If Miller's mirror self-ponraits are remembered today, it is 
likel) less for their play with representation and reflection, 
plenitude and defeat, surface and stain, than for their color. 
Each was painted in a strict brown monochrome. Miller 

used burnt umber for the first effort, burnt sienna for the 
second, both issued straight from the tube. The latter 
marked M.iller's first use of a hue that would reappear 
throughout his career, coating, encrusting, or otherwise 
covering everything from dolls co signs to architectural 
models co largely inchoate mounds. Whereas Yves Klein has 
blue, Miller's associate Mike Kelley has observed, Miller 
has brown-a color that critics and historians, whether 
supporters or detractors, invariably characterize as fecal in 
what is by far the most sustained line of critical writing on 
Miller's art.4 In 1982, however, a decade before abjection 
became an an-critical catchword, the most notable part 
of Miller's Artists Space installation would likely have been 
the drawings. Salon hung, their glass-fronted frames 
reflecting one another across the hallway, they produced a 
subtle misc en abyme that both related them to the mirrors 
and threatened to render them blanks, mere stand-ins for 
pictures, not unlike Allan McCollum's plaster Surrogate 

Painting.r (1978-). In a sense, they were surrogates. Uniformly 
unassuming, the drawings were executed primarily in 
unmodulated black and white, many so schematically 
rendered as co function in a manner Miller likens to a 
haiku. The "strategy," Miller recalls, was "making pictures 
that looked normative, that looked like pictures of 
pictures."5 

The set of drawings was not stylistically uniform. 
Although the bulk were executed in pen and ink, others 
were done with graphite or pencil, shaded and crosshatched 
in a more descriptive manner. Others verged on carcoonish 
and employed transfer shading, remO\fog evidence of the 
artist's hand to the same degree as the graphite dra,vings 
foregrounded it.6 A few included backgrounds in colored
marker. Stylistic diversity was matched by iconographic 
range. The pen and ink drawings included, among other 
subjects: a Greek column on a seaside cliff, a lonely dino
saur peering across a riverbank, a slack-eyed baker holding 
a loaf of bread, a faetory, a Coney Island rollercoaster, an 
aerial ,;ew of oil rigs, a building with what appears to be 
toxic runoff behind it, a young girl hanging laundry, a 
Spanish bullfight, a bar scene with swordfish mounted on 
the wall, a go-go dancer, and a candelabra. More schematic 
drawings included a jellyfish, another factory (or perhaps 

1 - John Miller. e-mail w 2uthor, \12) "• 2009 
l - Indeed, \tiller'< Tb, R,o/Tbin& (1987) ,.ould con,,ist 
of nothing other th.ut m,m,rs marked b) • brown f)2im 
,mudgco. 
3 -J .acqucs ue2n, Tb, Foor Fuwmn,141 C4""Pl1 of PJJd»
·l nlllr.u, ed. Jacqucs-Ab1n Miller, mns. Alan Shend.ut, 
1'onon, �ew York 19n, p. 74. Sec J•cqucs ue2n. "The 
\hm,r Sr2gc ,s Formoche of ,he funcuon of the I 

4 - \\ike Kell(), "Go West." ,njoh,, .\1,1/n: Ptm/1,/ &o,,o,,uo, 
ah. C2L, Le: .\hg»m, Grenoble 1999, p. 38. Th,i the 
c::tcrcmcncal w:,s noc the onl) possible =ding of the color 
brown""" pointed out b) \tiller w Rohen >;1chs: "Vic..• 
ers arc inC\ 1t2bly n:mmded of shat, but that d,fTcrs from 

5 -John \\iller, ,nu:mc..cd by the �thor, \luscum 
.\lodcmcr Kunst Stiftung Lud..-,g '-•en (.\lu.\loK), \icnn2, 
Nmcrnbcr 21, 2009. A.II othc,,-1SC umttribuced quotes 
dcm..: from this mu:n.,c-o· funher mform2tion ""» g,,cn 
co the ;author m t foll0\\4up rnccn�iC\"( in NN York. Ma� 

aJ. RC\c:,Jed in Psycho,nalytic Expcm,ncc," m E:trus: 
A Sdtm4n, W W 1'.'onon, J.;c.. \'ork 1977, p. 1-7. 

the work's 2C1U2l 2ppc:tr:,ncc. A lot of people think 2bou1 
chocol.ie •nd, •ccordingl), Dieter RoL I think 2bout din 
and mud •nd, accordmgly, Sm11hson." Rohen Nickas, "John 
Miller: Sh11 lbppcns" [intenic..), Flash .4rt, Milan, 101. 26, 
no. 173, 1'0,embcr-Dcccmbcr 1993, p. 95. 

111 :2008. 

6 - It""» these mon: schem2tic dr2wmgs, b) ond large, 
th2e �Wier, in • sm,egJ of sclf"'ppropri2uon, reproduced 
in the more ,11lg;ul) commercial p>fctte of dly-glo ()21111 
for his second Metro P1eturcs �II•') cxh1b11 in 1985. 



prison) seen through a chain-link fence, a Thanksgiving 
dinner, a forlorn signpost, and a pile of letters and post
cards. Graphite drawings added another oil rig and a man 
raising a ladder. 

Despite, or perhaps because of, the mixture of subjeccs, 
the pictures called out to one another. Dinosaurs and oil 
rigs, for instance, evoke a theme of fossil fuel, one plausibly 
extending to the runoff behind the nondescript institu
tional building and, potentially, the factory. Any such line 
of association, however, would be stymied by the bullfight, 

the candelabra, the rollercoaster, or the scene of the girl 
hanging out her washing. The factory might connect to the 

baker along an axis of industrialization; the rollercoaster, 
stripper, and possibly bar scene could fall under the rubric 
of seedy entertainment; the stripper and the baker, if the 

latter really is related to the factory, might align according 
to a theme of reification (a not unimportant one within 
MiIJer's reuvre), but it would seem a stretch to get from 
there to the bar or rollercoaster, despite the relationship 

U11111/td,19� 

of both to the commodification of bodily intoxications. 
Formally, but only formally, the Greek column and the 
factory connect. Although each drawing points to another, 
or several others, no line of succession ever encompasses 

the whole. Chains of association break off as soon as they 
get going or point in irreconcilable directions after two 
or three "terms." Rather than a cohesive set or coherent 
narrative, the drawings form a matrix of similarity and 
difference played out according to several variables: style, 

medium, content, association, form. Although most of the 
drawings had originally been produced to illustrate Miller's 

book Contaminat£on (1982), readers would not find the key 
there. Contamination was icself composed of only loosely 
correlated passages with the images functioning as inde
pendent "narrative units," following the precedent of Henri 

Achille Zo's drawings for Raymond Roussel's New

Impress£ons of Africa (1932). 
Two years later, Miller pursued much the same strategy 

in a more ambitious set of acrylic paintings for his first 
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Ct111limlrnation (no,cll•), Ca>c Cancro Books, New York 1982 

one-person exhibition at Metro Pictures. Equally icono
graphically diverse, the paintings (executed, incidentally, in 
a predominantly brown palette} seemed more expressly to 
invoke conventional illustrational genres: children's books 
(a train), Jules Verne novels (a shipwreck caused by a giant 
octopus), scientific texts (a butterfly, molecular models), 

courtroom illustrations (the swearing of a witness), genre 
scenes (a subway, a shoe salesman), comic books (a Batman 
image to which we shall return}, and so on. At issue was 
still an operation of troping. "I would make a painting a 
day," explained Miller. "I was trying to make what I thought 
of as the 'normal' picture in what I thought of as the 
proverbial man- or woman-on-the-street's imagination." 
Living at the time in a cramped, two-room East Village 
apartment, Miller transported his paintings to the gallery in 
batches of ten as they were completed. He did not see the 
entire set for the first time until itS installation, at which he 
was startled to find an inadvertent stylistic unity {to his 

7 - Douglas Cnmp, Pim,m, cxh. cat., Anists Space, �cw 
York 19n, p. 16. Cnmp encoded his discussion to include 
the work of Cindy Sherman 1n the sign16cantly miscd ,er• 
s1on of his caalogue essay pubh!hcd as "P,aurcs, • O<IDM, 
!sew York, no. 8, Spnng 1979, p. 75-88 B> the time of his 
6rst Arnsts Space cxh1bmon, Miller h,d already encountered 
�nd been impressed by Sherman's work. 

mind they all resemble a ,·aguely "regionalist" style of his 
parentS' generation}-a realization, he recalls, that 
promptly gave him a headache. Despite any such cohesion, 
i\1iller's paintings maintained their generic character; their 
style did not specifically appear as "his." At the opening, 
Kim Gordon innocently asked if the exhibition wasn't made 
up of thrift-store purchases-a strategy that Jim Shaw 
would take up some years later. 

To a certain extent, Miller's concerns resonated with 
those Douglas Crimp discussed in the catalogue to the 
landmark exhibition Pictures, held at ArcistS Space in 1977. 
Writing about the work of Jack Goldstein, Robert Longo, 
Sherrie Levine, Troy Brauntuch, and Philip Smith (and 

later extended to Cindy Sherman), Crimp diagnosed the 
capacity of seemingly "banal pictures" appropriated from 

various sources to induce a "scenario" or what he termed 
"[n]arrativity in the absence of a specific narrative."7 
Although handmade rather than photographic, Miller's 



drawings and paintings similarly trafficked in the rhetorical 
connotations of mass cultural images and questioned 
traditionally expressive artistic formulas.8 "I wanted co
make pietures that looked so ordinaT) that they seemed to 
ha,e no depth co them," explains Miller. "I wanted to reject 
the idea that meaning lies within the artwork. I was rejeet
ing the idea of form and content, that the content is inside 
the am\'ork like a , essel." 8) contrast, \l.iJler's drawings 
operated allegoricall), their signification, to quote Crimp, 
"seems to be about nothing that is contained within the 
pictures, but instead all that is outside of them."9 This 
outside, the externalit) from which they deri,e their 
signifying resonance, is that of a larger cultural imaginary
as it functioned through and was structured as a semiotic 
field, what Crimp cook great pains co explain through the 
structural linguistic ideas of syncagmatic contiguit)' and 
paradigmatic substitution (syntagm being all of those 
pictorial elements, like words in a sentence, that come 
together to make up a scene; paradigm all of the various 
possible elements with which an) one element could 
plausibly be substituted, such as a tumbling gymnast for a 
flipping di,er). 10 As �l.iller notes quite specifically about his 
earl} images, "I was thinking of the model of words in a 
dictionaI"), where it's a field relationship; the meaning of 
one word is a differential relationship compared to other 
words. It was imponant to see these works in a group." 11 

The Anises Space exhibition would not be .\iiller's 
first engagement w;th such a matri.x of relations. As we shall 
see, various systems-linguistic, cultural, commercial
played a significant roll in Miller's first anise's book, 
Cinematic Moments (r979). ·or would it be his last. 
Medications on the systematic recur throughout Miller's 
many projects on personal ads and internet dating (e.g., A
z,.futually Beneficial Encounter [2003]), his engagement with 
game shows (e.g., Tbe Lugubrious Game [1998]), the self
impo ed limitation of taking his �\fiddle of the Day photo
graphs from noon to two in the afternoon, and, indeed, the
"textual" model of his instaJlations in general.12 Yet, in the 
Artists Space and .\1etro Pictures exhibitions (as in all of 
�l.iller's work), the normati,c and systematic would prove 
to be only half of his concern. For all of .\ii lier's striving 
toward a cenain anonymity, the approximation or 

emulation of a normative, "ordinary" status, something 
about the early paintings and drawings resonates with 
uncanniness. In discussing the Pictures artists, Crimp had 
pointed to the abiliq of decontextualized visual signifiers 
to induce a feeling of foreboding-"a sense of impending 
disaster . . .  detached from the subjects that might suggest 
them" -as well as desire: "the picture," he explained of one 

of Brauntuch's pieces, "opaque as it is to signification, 
becomes for that reason the object of desire ... Frustration 
operates here not in relation to the subject of the picture, 
but in relation to the absence of signification. It is not 
because this is a particular [woman], but because this is 
no particular woman, that the pieture becomes a fetish." 13 
.\liller's drawings, in their reductive pictorial manner and 
removal of conte.xc and caption, were similarl} unmoored. 
However, both they and the paintings exude a different 
order of panicularit)·, one ill-described merely as semiotic 
ambiguity. Indeed, .\'1iller characcerizes his projecc of the 
time as two-fold. "I had a kind of double agenda," he 
ex-plains. '·J \\anted something that was already O\'erly 
familiar, but that also could sustain some kind of poetic 
investment on my pan. I wasn't painting these in a totally 
detached "ay." 

.\liller's sense of "poetic investment" is difficult to pin 
down. (Indeed, it is potential]) because it is so elusive that 
the more sensational scatological aspeccs of his production 
have received so much critical attention.) le is perhaps 
easiest to approach ,;a the extremes, as in his painting of 
Batman, ,, hich, while it clearly invokes the familiar genre 
of comic book illustration, just as clearly transgresses it 
both in the hero's hybridization with Satan ( complete with 
pitchfork and infernal terrain) and in the taboo-shattering 
exposure of his pen.is. 14 Although much less peculiar, Miller's 
painting of a shoe salesman-sighted from the floor so that 
the female customer's legs are centered and the viewer can 
just glimpse her right thigh underneath her skirt-\'erges 
on the fetishistic (somewhat reminiscent of the illustrations 
of Eric Stanton) and is not dissimilar from the vaguely 
prurient impression surrounding his drawing of the young 
girl hanging out her laundry. Such scenes, which seem to 
illustrate "investment" as a cenain kind of erotics (\\ hat is 
fetishism if not a highly particular and uncransposable 

8 - �!though �led m0>tl) for 115 photov,iph1c ,..,,i., 
,he Pim,m cxh,bmon included h•nd-d12"n md p•mtc:d 
"or� � Philip Smith md Rnbc:n Longo. 

11 - Lingu1>aa and \ll'IICtUr:alism lud • llg,,ificnt impact 
on \lillc:r'� thinking (MIiier m John .\\11ler md M•ri• 
Eichhorn. lkrm#lf .�mu:,, A.Jl T. Pres,, '""' \'ork 1008, 

1.4 - In the wnc year, Inn G12h1m's \ldco Rod.\lrR,lziio,r 
(198:>-1984) would htghhgh, the mn,gn:ssi,·c repcmmmn, 
of rock hero J,m 11\om,on•• public exposure of ht> pent, m 
a conccn m MWni 1n 11169. 9 - Crimp, Plmtrrl, p 1R. The nooon of :alkgol) had =�

hccn apmded upon b) Cr.ug O..cn, 1n: "The \llegunal 
lmpubc:: TO\\>nl • Theo!) of Postmodern ism," O<to/Jn-, 
,.,,.. \orl<. no 22, !>pnng 198<>, p. 6;,-86; md "'The \llc:gorical 
lmpubc:: '[.,,.2rd • Theo') of Po.anodc:rn,,m. Pm 1," 
Ortob,r, ,.,,. \orl.. no. 13. Summer 19Ro, p. 5s-Ro. 
10 Cnmp, Prrtom, p. 6-ll 

p. 61); anJ ducw.,10M of b.n�ge ,.ouJd appor » c:>rl) 
u 1979 in \\11lc:r's bool., C..-anL ,\f..,,.,,, self-published, 
s.,,. \ork 1979. 
., - Robert C. Morgan ch=aeruc:d Miller's work u 
•,ru.albaoM-n-tCXU" 111" \na-snle, or the Installation u • 
Pleui112ble Ten.• .◄ro ,\f.r&-w, �""' \'ork. June 1988, p, 48. 
13 - Cnmp, Piar,m, p. 10, 14, 



psychic attachment?), are, however, relatively rare. More 
frequently encountered is a vague feeling, as imprecise and 
subjective as what Roland Barthes described as the photo
graphic "punctum," issuing forth from a much less conspic
uous detail-as in the inordinate level of air pollution in 
the otherwise storybook depiction of a train, the overly 
large swordfish in the bar, the sad eyes of the baker, or the 
look of malaise on the faces of the scrip-club crowd--or 
an otherwise innocuous point of \'iew-such as the com
pressed perspective in the painting of the tornado, the 
combination of profile and aerial view in the drawing of the 
rollercoaster, or the close-up radiance of the candelabra, 
which bespeaks some degree of importance. 15 

In the year of his first Metro Pictures exhibition, Miller 
explicitly addressed his notion of the poetic in the article 
".\1orality and the Poetic," published in Real Life magazine. 
To some extent, as he explained, it related to the uncon
scious, which, following Lacan, was structured according to 
the same type of syntagmatic and paradigmatic linguistic 
relations emulated by Miller's secs of images. "Poetic 
language is close to unconscious language," wrote Miller, 
citing Lacan; "metaphor and metonymy structure both. If 
meaning is not interiorized, it must repose in chains of 
association." 16 Like the unconscious, the poetic, he added, 
was "driven by desire," desire understood in Lacanian 
fashion (as Crimp also understood it) as inextricably tied to 
or produced by insufficiency, lack, and the impossibility of 
full self-presence (which is why poetry could not be reduced 
co the artist's creation of"an idle fantasy world"). 17. ever
theless, as imponant as Lacan was (and is) for Miller's 
thinking, his primary frame of reference was given by Georges 
Bataille. The central opposition, as Miller sketched it, 
between "morality" and the "poetic" was at base a Bataillian 
one, mappable according to the distinction between a 
"restricted" and a "general" economy, the former designat
ing the realm defined by the sphere of work and productive 
relations, the latter, all that would exceed or transgress it. 18

"God is Jinked to producti\-ity," wrote Miller, 
evil to waste. Georges Bataille (in Lascam: of the Birth of 
Art) offers an account of morality based on the idea 
that work usurps the register of nature b} introducing 
organized, recurrent relations between men and 

objects, and between men themselves. Through 
work man gains ascendancy over ocher animals. Only 
sexuality (birth) and death disrupt work's rhythm. 
Permanently opposed to work, these unruly animal 
vestiges are cloaked by prohibitions which ostensibly 
regulate them. 19 
Like evil, poetry (because of the "inefficiency" of its 

linguistic play) represencs a force "ith the potential to 
transgress the restrictive realm of productive work and take 
the side of excess, waste, and expenditure ,-.ithouc reserve. 
Although for Bataille, in actual fact, poetry most often 
betrayed ics transgressive promise by attempting to affirm 
its imponance (even if that was based on a lack of meaning) 
or otherwise subsuming itself to lofty metaphysical goals, 
the poetic nonetheless held out the possibility of opening 
beyond a restricted linguistic utility. 20 "Poetry," \\Tote 
Bataille, "expresses great squanderings of energy through 
word order; poetry is the power of words co evoke effusion, 
through the excessive expenditure of its own forces."21 In 
this guise, poetry aligned itself with eroticism, sacrifice, 
and, above all, infinite, discordant laughter, which were not 
only useless but, as "muscular mo,·ements of little impor
tance" that nonetheless "consume energy," transgressed the 
realm of production and served as an affront not only to 
morality, but to that which regulates it, God." "One says of the 
content of the word God that it exceeds the limits of thought," declared 
Bacaille, "but no! It admits a point, a definition, /imtis. This 
naTTOW asped is even more stn"king: God condemns the shame of the 
child (if the guardian angel sees him in the wardrobe); he condemns 
the limitless n'ght to s,1/iness and to infinite, discordant laughter." 23 

• 

Five years before Miller's article appeared, his book Cinematic 
Moments had described a scene of such transgressive laughter: 

I am attending a worship service in an outdoor sanctu
ary at church camp ... Some of my fellow campers 
have written a sermon which takes the form of a 
dialogue between the minister and "God," a camper 
hidden [in) the nearby bushes. "God's" proclamations 
amuse me, but I know that laughter is taboo. 
Consequently, everything seems even funnier. Finally, 

15 - Round 82rthcs, Cmsm � Rtjkmmu o,, �. 
rnn,. Richard llow2rd, Farnr, Straus and Giroux, lsc:" York 
1<)81. \nothc:r rc:Jc:unr compari;on would be to thc:"obtusc: 
mc:amng" disc:u<'>Cd b) Barthcs m "The: Third \lc:aning: 
Rc:.c:arc:h 1"01C' on Sc:,c:r.,J Eisc:nsrc,n Scills," m Tbt Repqn-
11/nluy of Form,: Cmu.u Ess,,)1 •• Mun,, Art, ad R,pmnwu11Jn, 
Unl\c:r..1t}- orCalirom12 Press, Bc:rkc:lc:y 1985, p. 41�2. 
16 - John \liller, "\lora.hl) ,nd the: Poetic," in R,aJ Lift 
lla&=nr. SN<ttd lfhnng and Pm;,as 1979-199�. ed. \tirim, 
K.uzc:IT, Thom,s Llw>0n, ,nd Susan Morpn, Pnm•I') 
lnformaaon, -.:Cl< lork 1006, p. 1n. 

18 - Sec: Georges 821:lillc:, -inc ,orion of Expc:nd,turc," 
,n lir10111ofExt-m:SdL<idllhnng, 19�7-1939, c:d . .\Jlan 
St<,c:kl. l,nl\c:rsin or \tinnc:soa Pn:ss, Mmnc:apolis 1985, 
p. 116-119. Expc,ndirurc: is disc:u"5Cd most full) in Georges 
Bm,llc:, Tbt .·lmtntd Sbilrt, ,-ol. 1, inns. Rolxrt Hurl"), 
Zone: Books, "'"" York 1988. The: discussion that follows 
,.,tJ not limn nsdf 10 only those ofBaa,llc:'s wn<1ngs th>t 
Miller acruall) rc:2d at the: cimc:. 

11 - Georges B21:lillc:, Tbt L'•forul>td SpltM ofSo,,/1:tun,;/dq, 
ed. Scuan Kc:ndill, aans. \lichc:llc: Kc:nd1II ,nd Stunt 
Kc:nd,JJ, Un,vc:rs,t}- of .\lmncso12, \linnc:apolis 2001, p. 95. 
n - Ibid, p. 94-
lJ - Ibid., p. 87. 

17 - lb,d, p. 1n. 

19 - ,\tiller, "Mora.Iii) and the Poetic," p. 176. 
10 - Sec B2aillc's cricicisrru. of JlOCU) in, for msnncc, 
"

T
he: t:<e \'lluc: ofD.A.F. de: S:ade (An Open Lc:ttc:r to My 

Current Comndcs),- in rlSll»Uof&rm, p. 91-101. 
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CIIIEMATIC M<WENTS 

by John MIiier 

C,_,,,,lfDllltlllJ, s<elf-publbhcd, �""' Yori,. 19;9 

I can no longer control myself. I fall into conrnlsi,e 
hysterics, at the same time dreading their terrible 
social repercussions. 24 

Cinematic Moments is made up of more than 50 short texcs, 
sometimes repeated, appearing one per page. Like the 
drawings and paintings exhibited in 1982 and 1984, the 
passages seem to communicate \\;th one another (either 
through subject matter or form of expression), while ne,er 
fully resoh·ing into narrative continuity or thematic consis
tency. Miller's model \\ as, in part, the disjuncth·e editing 
found in the films of Alain Robbe-Grillet, Yvonne Rainer, 
and others, an analog} that helped inspire the title. On ics 
own, the passage about church camp is misleading, not 
unlike .Miller's painting of Barman, for the vast majorit) of 
the passages relate to much more subtle and quotidian 
epiphanies: "I write a word. It looks funny. I check to see 
if it's misspelled, but it's correct." 

Cinematic Moments alternates between such personal 
reminiscences-conceived as minimal or post-Conceptual 
counterparcs to Proust's remembrances-and more general 

2.f - \Wier, c,-,,,,,_\fo-. 
25 - On <he topic of normative h,�tOI'), \\illcr >1'0uld 1'T1te 
fur<hcr in c,_,,,_\f_,,, "l\ncn I'm <hmking, <he 
procc» is complttd) conrinuou,. The w,gmcncninn of this 
11.,.. in,o di'-CJ"Ctc <houghis is not con.ciousncs. but 'IClf
COnJ(iousness, • mens or clb.Sific2t1on �nd micu1auon, in 

,mpo<ed schcrn;a. In ind,.iduili I <hmk that <he bruking 
up of uninterrupted mental .1etnit) marl., <he fundamental 
u,,wuon fiom c-q,cncnce 10 hutol), 
26 - Miller, "\lonhl) 2nd ,he Pattie: p. •n-

declarations drawn fi-om the \\Ti tings of, among others, Jean 
Baudrillard, Ferdinand de Saussure, Sigmund Freud, and 
Walter Benjamin, all of whom remain critical touchstones 
for �tiller. In this, Miller aimed to conflate or confuse the 
registers of indhidual insight and recci,ed kno\\ ledge, all 
passages being narrated in the first person. "In this writ
ing," declared Miller in the preface (icself repeated later in 
the book), "I don't distinguish between the personal 
account and the general truth because perception and 
understanding are not innately personal or general ... B) 
choosing to ignore it in m) work, I hope, among other 
things, to concrast the normaci,e conception of history 
";th my undifferentiated body of description."l5 As �tiller 
would explain in 1984, at stake was the poetic: "History 
must reduce the totality of experience which poetic expres
sion implies. That it becomes synonymous with this reduc
tion is perhaps its most nightmarish aspect. It imposes a 
working, if not permanent, closure on the poetic tcxt."26 



The conuast driving Cinematic Moments' method also 
informed its subject matter. Many of the texts juxtapose, 
either directly or indirectly, various "imposed schema" 
with as yet unassimilated ("undifferentiated") experience. 
One two-page spread, for instance, contrasts a brief com
ment on the otherness of the unconscious-"Apart from 
the things I consider are the things I don't consider. My 
expressions may reflect both" -with a meditation on the 
manner in which otherness is excluded from intentional 
communication: "As it becomes clear to me what I am after, 
what I write becomes more homogeneous. Unique bits of 
information diminish as the choosing process solidifies. 
The same thing is repeated in different ways." Miller's 
use of the term "homogeneous" signals his affinity with 
Bataille's thinking, in this case with the notion of heterol
ogy as "[t]he science of what is completely other."27 As 
Bataille wrote in a section entitled "The Heterological 
Theory of Knowledge" in his essay "The Use Value of 
D.A.F. de Sade," "heterology is opposed to any homoge
neous representation of the world, in other words, to any
philosophical system. The goal of such representations is
always the deprivation of our universe's sources of excita
tion and the development of a servile human species, fit
only for the fabrication, rational consumption, and conser
vation of products."28

Throughout Cinematic Moments, normative history, 
language, commercialism, productivity, design, religion, 
and social taboos are all presented as such homogeneous 
systems. And although the story of taboo-breaking hysteri
cal laughter in the face of Miller's fellow campers brings 
forth the heterological outside of such systematizations in 
particularly Bataillian fashion, what Cinematic Moments 
proposed much more consistently were merely uncodified 
subjective experiences as such. Thus, what figures most 
profoundly as heterological within Miller's work is less the 
excremental (the art world discourse surrounding which 

has had the paradoxical effect of raising it to an ideal) than 
the subjective, which cannot appear as such within any 
normative system or even (as Miller's mirror self-portraits 
implied) to the individual him- or herself, since the subject 
is always riven by inassimilable forces such as desire and 
the unconscious. Such a realization serves as the basis of a 

class-based policies, another facet of Miller's production 
that the discussion of excrement often serves to obscure. 
The "failure to signify-or to control one's own significa
tions," notes Miller in a different context, "recalls Marx's 
contention that the proletariat is not an empirical given, 
but rather a nascent possibility that can only fully come 
into existence through its own class consciousness."29 

For Miller, the conuast of particular and general, poetic 
and systematized, on which Cinematic Moments comments, 
was funher instantiated by the genre of the artist's book 
itsel£ Important precedents for Cinematic Moments were the 
many books of Ed Ruscha, such as Twentysix Gasoline 
Stations (1963), Some Los Angeles Apartments (1965), and E'Very 
Building on the Sunset Stn'p (1966), and, particularly, Jenny 
Holzer's Diagrams: A Collection of Diagrams from Many Sources 
(1977). Miller wrote presciently about this last in the year 
of its release. According to him, Diagrams operated on at 
least rwo levels. First, it acted as critical appropriation. 

Reproducing a set of diagrams in the absence of caption or 
commentary served to "describe our understanding of a 
diagrammatic logic" and thereby effected "a critique of 
accepted means of conceptualization": "She attempts no 
innovation in the formal language of art . .. [I]nstead she 
pursues the logic of these accepted means until their 
contradictions become apparent."3° MilJer would describe 
the aims of Cinematic Moments in a similar manner: "Here, 
culture is interpreted as a system of constructs and an 
serves as a model for reducing these constructs. A critique 
is implied in this relationship. It works as a form of histri
onics where methodology is applied and abandoned for 
effect; contradictions inhere in the process." Second, 
Holzer's book-like those ofRuscha and post-conceptual 
publications generally-signaled an imponant inversion 
of the "nearly all-pervasive" legacy of Marcel Duchamp's 
readymade.31 Rather than attempting to continue an
aesthetic of shock predicated on the ever-waning incongru
ity of an industrially manufactured commodity such as a 
snow shovel or urinal within the aesthetic cordon of the 
museum or gallery, a low-cost, commerciaJJy manufactured 

27 - Bu:adle, "The Use \'alue of O.A.F. de Sade." p. 102, 
nocc 2. Although Miller's idcu of homogcncil), laughter, 
and aboos as aplorcd in CtWIU/Jr MDlft""1 pnn-c so close 
to those of Ba12ille, he d,d not acn,allv rod Balllille until 
1984, on the rccommmd21,on of Ocn�,s Cooper, though 

29 -John Miller, "The Poet as Jan,ror, • in Tb, Prih CJa: McBLTs.• John \!,lier, "The \lncmoruc Book: Ed Rusch•'• 
Fugim-.: Publications." in Tbt Pnlt CbJt, p. 39. 

11 1s J>0"5ible, he nm, that some of Bataillc's ideas were 
filienng through 10 h,m indtrcctly from other reading. 
Miller, e-mail t0 author, June J, 2009. 
28 - Ibid, p. 97, 

Sdmd lfhn•g(1977-1998),JRPJRingier/Lcs prcs.cs du 
reel, Zunch/01J0n 2000, p. 61. Miller's disc:uss,on of an 
crn,rum ,s pcrru,ps a-.:n more germane: "Insofar "5 (an 
cmicism) 1ubm1a the matenal hcterogcncil)· of the an 
objca tO the determinations oflanKU•gc, it inexorably 
SCf\'CS to reconcile tb21 object t0 capi121's logic of coal 
commensurab,lity ,., The pretmsc 10 critical autonomy 
non.-ithsi:and,ng, the contradictions facing the cri11c 
d11Tcr lmlc from those &cing other ""'rkcn. If, instead of 
main12ining an cmbams.cd silmcc we ..-ould at lcuc own 
up 10 thtS, ,..., might begin t0 make common cause ,nth 
those forced t0 crank out Mr. Coffee's or computer chips or 

30 -John \lillcr, "Drawings that Qiicstion Diagrams," in 
Tbt Pnlt CbJ,, p, 15. 
31-lb,d. 
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and distributed anist's book situated the aesthetic object 
within the larger context of commercial culture.J.l In a 
"this will kill that" moment involving not the cathedral but 
easel painting, ,\liJler describes the book as supplanting the 
unique, transcendent amvork "ith an object that doubles, 
but operates no differently from, an) other \\ithin an 
all-pervasive capitalist market: 

This reduction exemplifies a gradual shift that has 
been taking place in avant-garde support structures 
for quite some time: a shift from cam as and stretchers 
co the market. The result is a literalist esthetic. As 
amrnrks become more commodified, the} find more 
basis in socio-economic ,·alues than in svmbolic ones. 
The amrnrk becomes a commodity in a special sense, 
in the attempt co integrate it ,,ith people's lives. The 
objects seem "free to be them ehes," "hich means 
free to be interpreted through the comparathely more 
universal socio-economic standards created by our 
culture. Thus the notion of sofrn are comes into play, 
whereb) the art coefficient is expressed not b) the 
unique object, but by a cultural system.33 
Whereas Cinema/le Moments explored the fundamental 

dichotomy that underla) �tiller's understanding of the 
poetic, Co11taminatio11, the book from which most of his 
Anises Space exhibition was drawn, pursued poet!} in a 
more explicit manner. Partially inspired b) the Comee de 
Lautreamont (" hose discussion of plagiarism �Liller has 
always found more profound than Duchamp's idea of 
the readymade), Contamination exhibited a conspicuous!) 
flowe[), even decadent ,Hi ting style. \\hereas a typical 
passage might open "ith reference to contempor.ll) appro
priational aeschetics-"I am the perennial procrastinator. 
Finall) dri,en to action, I must simulate others' ideas, 
someho" making them m) own"-it would soon ,eer into 
a realm closer to des Esseintes than Sherman or Le,ine: 

'\\hen I'm not working, I'm hounded b) a guilt which 
cakes an excessive coll. I retrench--dc,elop a complex 
relationship co m) material. It digs deep into my psyche. 
Those "ho belie,e in chemsehes ah,ays perpetrate the 
worst offenses. I spurn contentment .. \1y expression is 
ne,er euphoric . .. M) readers must nurture lo,·e for 
the pretentious and a\\ k·ward. If I go no further than 

to declare disdain for others, at least I have sallied 
forth. If beauty lies in the eye of the beholder, then
the ideal beholder is he who can embrace the most 
diverse and ugly things.34 

On a formal register, �tiller's recourse to the poetic, in it� 
guise as the cxcessi,·el) literaf), sought to counter the 
potential of a coo rapid and superficial reception which he 
saw as a potential weakness of Ilolzer's book and analogized 
co lace modem Color Field paincing.35 \fore profoundly. 
howe,er, it sec icself against the surreptitious!) utilitarian 
thrust of modernist aesthetics, which, according co 
Clement Greenberg, dictated that each anistic medium 
exclude all that was not proper to it, which had led Leo 
Steinberg to liken Greenberg's , iew of modernism to 
streamlined car St) ling.36 "What occurs when one encoun
ten, an object of aesthetics? Is this experience possible 
"ithout recourse to notions of utilit)?" asked �\Liller. "In 
the climate of the a,·ant-garde, what is traditionally litCraf) 
appears co be suspect, useless and extravagant-in a word, 
archaic."r 

At the moment of publication, Contamination would 
ha,e been recei,ed against the horizon of conceptual an, 
which, for an arcist like Joseph Kosuth, had followed the 
modernist imperach e of critical self-reflexi,it) to ics end
point in definitional tautolog), investigating che function or 
definition of art to the exclusion of all else.38 In this way,
conceptual arc came to function, as Benjamin Buchloh has 
argued, not as sub,ersion or opposition, but inad,ercent 
emulation of the linguistic construccs of an increasingly 
reified and administered culcure.39 As \1.iller himself has 
put it, "Orthodox" conceptualism reveals "a fatal addiction 
to the bureaucratic protocols of capitalist institutions." 
("Second-generation Conceptual arc," on the other hand, 
reYeals "an addiction to stationer). ")40 It "as against this
an-historical backdrop that .\Lillcr's embrace of those 
poetic and archaic attributes that opposed orthodox 
modernism-the recourse to representation, to the media 
of painting and drawing, to the subjective (strictly distinct, 
in .Miller's work, from the traditional!) exprcssi,e), and, 
particularly, to the literaf)·--demands to be read. Much like 
Raymond Pettibon (whose work is not far from �Liller's 
Batman), .\tiller's recourse co such "ancimodern" strategies 

J2 _ ... 'U l) the cue •ith othe:r artbu •orking m thd 
formu, ,.,th llolur the 1CtU.tl selling ot the book,. a 
compromise co P•) for the pnnang cm" So her ,..,rl. end. 
up ulung tts pbce nght alon!l'1dc It> model,, on 

� - John .\hller, en:.,.,_, Cn,: Dncm e,..,i..,, 
:-,.C'II \on. 19Ml, p. ll>-l7. Des EucintcS Ii the m.un 
chu-actcr mjons·Jurl Hu�·1,,ma.n·\ grnt •dccukm• 
no,cl I 11,bo•n (.�&IJ., s:.wr) (18l4). 

3M - Sec. for 1n,,un«,Jooq,h 1'Muth." >.rt •ltcr 
Pltil""'P�." '"Arr 4jtrr PWJo»pJ,J-,,,.J ,I/Irr: Cdltrtr.J rntlllp, 
ti,66-t'l',!4, cJ G•bnele Gucrci•. \\IT Pres., Camhnd�. 
\l•�chu-an 1y111, p. IJ-Jl. \Idler\ >Cc-ond 1rt1,t\ book. 
Tro (19\0), ,rai ,n d1.tl0JUr \\1th the,.orl. of K1 .. uth (c-llUl! 
ro ;author, \\.J� 20, 2009). 

the bookr.ad.." Jb,d, p. 15. 
lJ - Ibid, p. I�. -n,,. ,.;u I.ill th,r .. The bool. .. ,u I.ill the 
edifice" w;u pronounced n the bcgmnmg of the 11e«>nd 
clupcer of book the of\·,cwr Hugo•� no,el n,, ll•NbW ,f 
-"°"' 0.-(1831) and concern• the efTttn of the pnnan, 
pre., on religion and, in p•rticular, the c-ultur.ll place and 
role of the cathedral. 

35 \tiller. "Dr.a,.,"" th.i Q!,c-.oon Diagram . p. 16-17, 
36 Sn Clement Grccnbc:rg. • \\oJcm,., P,inuo, in 
Tbt C .. ,,,,J FJJ11,. 41fd Cn,i<-,,,,., ,ol. 4, ed. John o·enan, 
Lno,eNf! ofChit2JO Pre>-,, Chicago 19<13, p. �5-414; •nd 
Leo StcinbcrJ, "Rcftccaon< on the Sme of Cnua.m. • 
,n ROMt RII�. ed. Branden 'It'. Jo,cph, \\IT Prns, 
C.mhnd� •. \\a,,.chu.cm lOOl. p. lJ 
.17 - \tiller,• \\or.ll,l) •nd the Pocuc," p. 1;6. 

39 - Bcniarnin ILD. Buchloh, "Conccprual .\n 196:>-19<>9: 
From the \athcuc of \dmm1>tnaon to the Cmique of 
lru.uruuons," Oa,J,,r, ,cw \or!... no. 5,, 'linter 19110, 
P· 1<>5•4l 
40- \hller, "bthtocs from .\com,,W 1n n,, Pntr C/,,j, 1'· 95 



questioned and opposed concepcualism's hypostatization of 
modernism's affinities ,,;th cechno-scientific rationalization 
and linguistic adminiscration.4' 

Yet, if Miller's work ran counter co the prevailing cenets 
of onhodox modernism, ,iolating the taboos erected b) 
Greenberg and scriccly enforced by artists such as Kosuth, 
ic did so in order co reconnect with the modernise project 
all the more profoundly. For if che dri,e coward formalise 
autonomy-whether in the abstract cam·ases of lace-modern 
painting or che "dematerialized" products of conceptual 
arc-can be understood as scri,·ing for the cype of essential
ism chat Charles Baudelaire had described in "The Painter 
of Modern Life" as "eternal" buc that, alone, was "tasteless, 
unadapted, and inappropriate co human nature," Miller 
pursued che ocher half of Baudelaire's dialectic: the crans
posicion (" ithouc subsumpcion co universal or eternal 
,·alues) of the subjecti,e, fleeting, contingent, and, in that, 
ne,er full) self-present detail of quotidian ex:iscence.+2 What 
Miller has ,Hi teen about Kelley's "poetic agenda" proves 
equall) true of his O\\ n: "ic necessaril) renounces grandiose 
statements abouc 'the human condition' and stubbornly 
adheres co particular and concrete observation."43 

From this perspecti,e, the mosc emblematic works of 
�tiller's career prove to be not che "scatological" brown 
paintings and sculptures, but the e,er-growing archive of 
The Middle of the Day photographs shoe during the period 
characterized not onl) by the face chat the sun is highest 
(thereby aligning with Bataille's notion of the "rotten sun"), 
but by being craditionaJJy assigned co the lunch break, that 
anomic period between, but noc real!) outside, the socially 
coded times of work and leisure ("leisure," in a society of 
enforced consumption, being nothing other than work in a 
different guise).44 Heirs co the sense of poetic investment 
Miller sought in his earliest series of paintings and drawings, 
the Middle of the Day photographs update the Baudelairian 
project of "being able," in Miller's terms, "co extract an 
aesthetic experience from something unexpected or some
thing that would normall) be considered unaesthetic." 

With a relative modest) of presentation and market 
value that matches their subject matter, .\1iller's photo
graphs can be seen as che diametrical (and dialectical) 
opposite co Jeff Wall's increasingly monumental, staged, 

and digitally manipulated photographic tableaux (also 
developed in response co concepcualism), which avowed!) 
attempt to reconnect ";th the 19th-century tradition of 
grand history painting ,;a the work of Edouard Manet. If 
�1iller, coo, seeks to be an artist "of modern life," he does 
so by observing the cype of fleeting quotidian details that 
led Baudelaire co laud the work of Constantin Guys, "look
ing," as Miller has said about his own work, "for concrete 
or idiosyncratic elements, instead of anonymity and stan
dardization. "45 That even in their pursuit of a heccrological 
poetics, Miller's photographs do not escape the overarch
ing, commercial system b) which all images in a capitalise 
econom) are circulated is precisely co the point.46 Inserted
into the interlocking semiotic and commercial registers of 
everyda) life in much the same manner as were Miller's 
(and Holzer's) artist's books, they function like "normal 
pictures." In this, the) fulfill the same cask that Bacaille 
assigned co poetry-for "[i}nserted," as Bataille explained, "is 
not exactly subordinated: laughter, drunkenness, sacrifice, or 
poetry, eroticism even, subsist in a reserve, autonomous, 
inserted in the sphere of acti, it), like children in a house. "47 

41 - lkn12min II D. Buchloh. "lu1mond Pettobon: RctUrn 
to o, .. ,nkr md o, fi�r;ation," in R,r,-o,,J Pru,J.,1t: A 
RNdn, ed. \nn Tcmlun 2nd ll•mu W-.Jl.cr, Ph1bdelph12 
\lu,cum of An, Ph1bdclph1• 1998, p. 225-23.l 

45 - \liller, in Eichhorn 2nd .\lillcr. nm-.. ArtlSlS. p. 69. 
46 Sec \llllcr, commcnu about the d,.mbunon ,nJ 
muka ,.Jue of h1 phmognpbs m Eichhorn and \hllcr, 
s,,_,, Artu11. p. 7Cr-'/4, 

-4-2 -Clwic, Baudebm:. -n1e P.Jncer of \lodcm Life," in 
. <;dmd lnn,,g,: o,, A" and L11m11111r. P,:-n"°in, London 1972. 
p. 392; Miller. "The \lncmon,c Bool.," p. 38-39. 
43-\11llcr, "The Poci 2>J2rutor," p. 60-01. 
+1-Gco11C$ Bawlle. ··Jwncn Sun." in i,,,_ ofEJttm. 
p. 57-5H \loller made• p2mnng enmlcd Tb, Roll,.. Sn 
m 1987. �cc \lari• Eichhorn•, commentS on \lillcr's 
Tb, \l,J,1/, ,flltr n.,,, photop-.tplts 1n Eichhorn 2nd \11ller, 
s,,_,,,,rtlSlS, p. 45 

47 -Bamllc, Tb, L itfi�z,b,J S111nu/StfMllllfrkdt,t. p. 96 . 
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